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SJSU sports
may switch
over to WAC

Smokey would be proud

Press conference expected
today to confirm Spartan
athletics’ expansion slot
By Marc.). Spears
Spartan Daffy Staff Writer
SJSU is expected to become
part of the Western Athletic
Conference this afternoon,
according to a Wednesday WAC
press release.
The announcement about
expansion came after the WAC
named Karl Benson to replace
retiring commissioner Joe Kearney, who steps down June 30.
The six additions to the WAC
are expected to be Texas Christian, Southern Methodist, Rice,
Tulsa, UNLV and SJSU. If invited as part of expansion, SJSU
would not begin play in the
WAC until 1996.
The new 16-team conference
is expected to split into two

eight-team divisions.
"I think it would be outstanding for San Jose State. It would
enhance our football program
and give us better opportunities," said Sam Piraro, head baseball coach and assistant athletic
director.
’The WAC is a very prestigious conference and San Jose
State is very deserving to be a
part of it, he said. "It will
enhance our athletic department. Tom Brennan deserves a
lot of credit for hard work."
SJSU Athletic Director Tom
Brennan was not available for
comment.
The expected eight-team half
See WAC. page 8
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Ebenezer Amissah of Six Counties Fire Safety company refurbishes
some of the 1,500 fire extinguishers on campus Wednesday in front

of the Central Classroom building. Amissah says that he can refurbish
80 extinguishers a day and will be on campus until next week.

Relandscaping Honoring Earth; College cuts back
Engineering to shift gears,- consolidating
San
Jose
to
host
departments to save money, programs
begins in May
San Carlos, Seventh and Ninth
Streets to get $3.9 million face lift
By Cynthia Pickerrell
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Plans are finally in motion for
the relandscaping project to
begin on San Carlos, Seventh
and Ninth Streets between late
June and early July.
San Carlos Street will close
permanently after May
30, according to Alan
Freeman, SJSU director
of Space Management
and Facilities Planning.
The $3.9 million project will jazz up the
streets with pedestrian
walkways, fountains, canopy
trees, lighting and a plaza near
the Event Center.
"I think it’s fabulous," sophomore accounting major Julie
Bryant said. "I love the outdoors,
the trees and lots of greenery.
My favorite place is around the
tower (Tower Hall)."
Bryant said she also prefers

the San Carlos closure, having
seen several pedestrians almost
get hit by cars.
Funding for the 18-month
project comes out of the higher
education capital construction
bond issue, Bond 153, approved
by voters in 1992.
"No way does the
(expense) come from
general university operating funds," Freeman
said, adding that should
the project dissolve, the
school would not benefit
in any way. Taxpayers,
not students, fund the project.
Nevertheless, a few students
are disturbed by what they consider is a waste of money.
"It’s a good idea to close San
Carlos but I don’t think they
should huidscape," liberal studies
major Kendra Johnson said.
See SAN CARLOS. page 6

Jane Goodall
By Heather Hayes
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The 24th Earth Day this year
will spawn several events in San
Jose, one of them being the
Earth Day Family Festival in
Plaza de Cesar Chavez Park.
According to Glen Evan, A.S.
environmental affairs director,
this is the 14th festival.
The last nine have been in the
Plaza.
This year’s festival will be
quite large. Evan said.
It will take place in two locations: the Plaza and the Convention Center.
In the park, there will be
numerous exhibits dealing with
environmental and cultural
themes, according to Evan.
"There will be over 100
exhibitors ... there will be handson things, jugglers, acrobats,
musicians," he said.
A cultural dance program
with participants of many nation-

alities, including Aztec, Scottish,
Norwegian and Andean will also
be held outside.
The indoor festival will start at
noon and run until 4:30 p.m.
Primate expert Jane Goodall will
be speaking at noon.
Goodall is known for her contributions to understanding
mountain gorillas in relation to
humans.
She has been studying them
for more than 35 years
"Her work in Africa relates to
what we want to do to help save
the Earth. She helped chimps
live in their habitat," Evan said.
"She’s a superb role-model for
young women. It’s quite a feat
what she did ... she’s a great person."
The indoor festival will also
feature arts and crafts as soil as
an Earth Walk Multimedia S11( A\
with Orson Welles as the nal I ator.
Sec EARTH DAY. page 6

By Gerald Woodall
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The College of Engineering
is planning to merge the aerospace and mechanical engineering departments and possibly others by next spring
because of low enrollment.
According to Tai-Ran Hsu,
the chairman of the mechanical engineering department,
the student-faculty ratio for the
aerospace department needs to
be 16.5 to one, but it is currently around 10 to one.
"No professors are in jeopardy of losing their positions
because of the merge; the
problem is low student enrollment in the aerospace department," I t I said.

By Thomas Zizio
Spartan Daily Staff Wm.,

If you’re having trouble deciding what to eat
for lunch, downtown
offers a variety of food at
a good price.
The hot spot
around campus
seems to be
Peanuts Coffee
Shop on San
Fernando
between Sixth
and
Seventh
streets. Myun Sik Chang,
owner of Peanuts, said
that at lunch time 75 percent of the customers are
students.
’The Teriyaki Burger
is very popular," Chang
said.

The Teriyaki Burger
costs $3.95.
’They have good food,
at a cheap price," speech
communication senior
Tony Sellarole said.
Mechanical
engineering
John
senior
Thomson said
he likes the food
at Peanuts.
"You get good
food,
quality
fresh off the
grill. You can see it getting cooked right in front
of your face, just like at
home," Thomson said.
Right next door to
Peanuts is the Little
See LUNCH. page 3
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Peanuts owner Myun Sik Chang says the chicken club sandwich is popular.

See ENGINEERING page 4

Disabilities Act may
upgrade light rail
,
Broglia

tip.o.ul kith Stall WI

Downtown restaurants compete for student dollars

Hsu said that it will take time
to consolidate the classes and
the departments will wait to see
if there is still a viable job market for aerospace graduates.
He also said that, overall, the
engineering department has
good external funding and its
graduates are well employed.
Dick Desautel, a professor
and chairman of aerospace
engineering, said student-faculty ratio is only one of the yardsticks used to measure the producthity of a department.
’The !lumber of degrees per
faculty member, the number of
degrees per number of dollars
allocated on operating expens-

Starting in the fall of this year,
students will be able to hop on
the light rail without paying a
dime. Well, sort of.
In the April campus elc( lions.
SJSU students voted to support.
the Transit Access Pi igram
(TAP), which will increase A.S.
fees by $9 per student.
For this fee, students
will be allowed to ride
the light rail and county buses at any time
tinting the year without
purchasing a tit ket.
A valid student ID is
all one will need to
board a vehicle and catch a ride.
The program, which was supported by 78 percent of SJSU ’s
voters, is in the last stages of
approval by the
The TAP program has already
been pre-approved by the (;onnty Board of Supervisrws.
"It’s on track to be set up next
semester," said A.S. President
Blair Whitney.

light rail riders may be ill for
surpr ise as they embark on the
(1 11111
II ansportation system. A
resit III ruling of the light rail stanot is is in progress thrt nigh the
wtation Agent
Trai
In order to compls with the
1990 Americans with bisabilities
Act (.Al). I. the Transportation
Agent v might have to upgrade’
I Mil current stations in
runm to make all lightrail t am’ .111 Usible to the
disabled,
tticrentiv, people in
wheel( hairs and those
who are }Myst( alls
unable to climb stairs
can only enter the light
rail from the front car. When the
Guadalupe light-rail corridor was
built, the ADA had not yet been
passed.
According to Beth Trask,
communications specialist for
the San Jose Downtown .V.s4)cianon, the new Al).. law is much
more stringent than in the past.
See LIGHT RAIL. page 4
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Letter to the Editor

Cole’s accusations are baseless
devil made me do it. That is what
The
ex-Councilwoman Kathy Cole is claiming the Mercury News did to her. The
paper was used by good old Satan himself to
destroy the good name of Ms. Cole.
Cole is wrong for blaming the news media
for the racist remarks she directed at minority
groups. Cole is the first councilmember to be
recalled from public office.
The newspaper did not force her to make
the racial slurs against Hispanics, Asians and
gays. Cole has no regrets about any of the comments she directed toward them. She never
made a formal apology to these minority
groups and never rescinded the remarks.
It is hard to imagine how she could represent
her district of San Jose if she can not represent
all the different minority groups. This includes
all minority groups and the gay community in
our city.
Cole probably feels embarrassed about the
racial remarks and this is her only way to place
the blame upon someone other than herself.
She also believes that the Mercury News set
out to get her because she is of the Christian
faith. God will ultimately get back at all the people who tried to destroy her reputation and the
good work she did in her district.
This was quite a blow to her ego. Cole
thought she could get away with accusations
free and clear, without being reprimanded by
anyone. She thought the public would, over
time, forget what she said. That her remarks
would soon fade away from everyone’s minds.
But San Jose did not let her forget what she
did to them. They let her and everyone else like
her know that this is what will happen when
you say something to offend another minority
group.
It is solely Cole’s fault for what happened to
her. Maybe the public was a little too harsh by
recalling her from the city council.
But Cole needs to be reminded why she was
in office.Not for her own selfish gain but for the
City of San Jose. Cole learned a lesson the hard
way.
Cole should stand by her statement whether
it is right or wrong. She should have apologized
or stood strongly behind her actions. Blaming
the Mercury News is taking the easy way out of
a difficult situation.
Cole is showing a lack of responsibility, which
is nobody’s fault but her own. We can not have
faith in Cole if she doesn’t have faith in herself
and her own actions.

SAN lose Sure Usivzosrry SPARTAN

Government-funded Peace Corps
exploits traditional cultures

"CAN’T WE ALL JUST GET ALONG?"
MICI-IAEL RODRIGUEZ, SPARTAN DAILY

Raining on the Earth Day parade
are you going to
How
celebrate Earth Day
(which has been mysteriously stretched into two days
here on campus)?
Will you buy a potted plant to
stick in your window?
Are you going to doff your
dudds, burn some incense and
say a little prayer for the earth in
the middle of a field?
Or will you down a suitcase of
Budweiser and recycle the cans
after crushing them on your
forehead?
I plan on celebrating Earth
Day by flicking on all the lights
in my apartment, taking a 45minute shower and by burning
old tires in my back yard to heat
some water for a cup of coffee.
I just don’t feel motivated to
do anything special. I don’t
think a lot of Americans are
motivated to do anything different on Earth Day.
Earth Day is a day that environmental extremists load up
their smog-producing Volkswagen Microbuses with propaganda and Grateful Dead tapes and
trot off to campuses to tell
everyone about earth-saving
measures.
I believe that if Earth Day
proponents really wanted to
encourage planet hugging, they
would make it a more marketable holiday, such as Mother’s Day, the Fourth of July or
Easter (a descendent of a pagan
fertility ritual).
The first way to turn this into
a real day everyone wants to celebrate is to tie it to a food or a
meal. On Thanksgiving, Americans like to come together for a
large turkey dinner. On Hal-

holiday. Imagine going to bed
on Earth Day Eve with visions of
Mother Nature climbing down
the chimney and leaving
sprouts, pine nuts and granola
in a stocking. She’ll leave
pinecones and acorns under a
potted fern.
Picture the look on the kids’
KYLE PRESTON RECISTF.R
faces when they found those litEverything in Moderation tle treasures waiting for them.
Tying Earth Day to a major
loween, we pass out candy to sporting event would also make
children dressed in costumes. it more attractive to Americans.
On Christmas, ham is the main I’m not talking about a Frisbee
course preferred in most competition or a hacky sack-off.
I’m talking about something
homes.
I suggest making some violent, something mindless,
healthy, environmentally con- something with the possibility of
scious food source the focus of a spilling blood.
meal. If tofu could be made
If people had an excuse for
palatable with chemicals and calling in sick to work, like to
food coloring and then formed see a major bowl game or a basinto the shape of a small animal, ketball play-off game, people
people might be encouraged to would be more inclined to do
try it. It could be served with something earth-wise.
Holding a scavenger hunt,
minced-tofu pie for dessert.
Another way of getting Earth such as the egg hunt on Easter,
Day celebrated in more homes would also make children anxis to have it tied to a major cor- iously await the day.
Prizes could be items such as
poration, like Hallmark cards.
The company could sponsor an Greenpeace stickers, Earth First!
annual parade with balloons, pins or even gift certificates for
floats and little kids stumbling Birkenstock shoes. Hand-paintdown the street dressed up like ed pinecones, with pictures of
dolphins or sea otters could be
giant sequoias.
The only problem with this hid by parents at dawn for the
idea is the great amount of kids to find after the early dinwaste collected in the streets ner of tofu-meat.
If anyone decides to market
during a parade. Also, with millions of trees a year falling to these ideas, remember I got first
make get-well cards, birthday dibs on marketing rights. I
cards and "Happy Bris" cards, it could make millions on this
would seem like a conflict of one.
interest.
Kyle Preston Ref:stet is a Dai4
I think another way to get
staff columnist. His column
Americans interested in followappears every Thutsday.
ing helpful hints for saving the
world is to make it a gift-giving

Living with the memory of a good friend
other day I saw a
Tlie
black girl who looked
identical to a good
friend of mine. I stared in disbelief, out of my friend’s apartment window, as my mind was
playing tricks on me.
"Does she go here (SJSU) ?"
my friend asked.
"No," I responded, "She’s
dead."
Her name was Annette Horn.
She was only 24 years old when
leukemia came back the second
time around.
This time she wasn’t able to
bounce back like so many of her
family and friends hoped she
would. We thought maybe she
would pull through like she did
last time, but she didn’t.
Annette was a transfer student like I was, attending SJSU
to graduate one day. She wanted
to become a lawyer when she
graduated from here.
I’ve known her since 1990,
whets we first met at San Jose
City College at a football game.
We spent a lot of time going out
and mostly haying fun.
So it was hard watching her
slowly wither away at Stanford
Medical Center, because I was
not used to seeing her look like
that
Annette was heavily doped up

ILENE MEEKS
Writer’s Forum

’All I could do was
sit, stare and pray
she would live
another day,
despite how she
wanted to give up
her life.’
on morphine to ease the pain of
leukemia that plagued her body.
I had the eerie feeling of
knowing she could die and
there wasn’t much I could do
about it.
I felt her life slowly slipping
away, as she lay motionless in the
hospital bed. There was so much
I wanted to say to her as she was
lying in her bed, but everything

I wanted to say did not come out
because I was scared.
All I could do was sit, stare
and pray she would live another
day, despite how she wanted to
give up her life. I didn’t want to
say good-bye to her because that
would mean I was admitting she
was going to leave.
For a long time I wanted to
forget that she died. This black
girl, who I’d never seen before,
made me think, for a split second, maybe Annette wasn’t
dead. It was all a horrible dream
that I woke up from. Maybe it
was someone else inside that coffin at her funeral.
As my mind snapped back
into reality. I knew it couldn’t be
her. It is still hard to realize that
my friend is dead. I stared at pictures trying to bring her back, to
somehow force her to exist
again in some way.
It is important to treasure the
time you have with friends while
they are still alive. I personally
have no regrets about our
friendship. I can truthfully look
back and reminisce on good
times. But sometimes it is too
late to tell someone how you
feel after they pass away.
Rene Merits is a
Daily staff writer

Editors:
The article promoting the Peace Corps on April
5 neglects to mention the Peace Corps’ mission: To
alter the traditional culture of a particular group of
people. The Peace Corps is a government-funded,
propaganda-based entity that destroys traditional
cultures, exploits natural resources in the area and
ensnares indigenous peoples into labor-force participation within a market economy.
Peace Corps volunteers spend "two years abroad
learning a foreign language (and) working and
interacting with people of a different culture ..."
The volunteers encourage these same people to
speak English instead of their native language and
impel adoption of Western technology for mass production of material goods. They also instigate intensive agriculture with modern techniques emphasizing short-term profit, ignoring long-term consequences such as soil erosion and resource depletion.
The changes annihilate traditional subsistence
practices that have sustained indigenous peoples for
centuries.
The U.S. government provides benefits to Peace
Corps volunteers because volwiteers perpetuate capitalism and consumerism. Profits made from cheap
labor and resources and the exportation of overpriced goods increase economic power to the American business elite, who manipulate the U.S. government.
In order to maintain global superpower status,
the U.S. must seek new people to dominate and
indoctrinate into purchasing unnecessary goods;
likewise, acquisition of new land and other resources
is required to feed expanding production needs.
Contrary to the public education brainwashing
process, many peoples reject the American way of
life in favor of their own traditional culture.
Before intervention via the Peace Corps and
other U.S. government institutions such as the military, traditional cultures were stable and self-sufficient. Social diseases such as malnutrition and
poverty emerge after capitalists accumulate profit by
exploitation, leaving altered tribal groups impoverished with no way to support themselves with land
cultivation or food gathering once the environmental riches are gone. Thus, capitalists coercively secure
continued participation of tribal people in the labor
force as a means of survival.
The article defines a Peace Corps volunteer as "a
professional." I ask: A professional what? A professional mentor between primitive ways and the amazing world of modern technology? Realistically, one
is a professional antagonist, pushing for consumption of machine-produced goods and conformity to
money-based economic exchanges, thereby creating
professional extermination of everything indigenous people value. The only truth in the article, "...
the Peace Corps gives people crosscultural experience," applies for as long as that culture is different
from our own.
If you want cross-cultural adventures, become an
anthropologist. Respect fundamental human rights
to freely choose how to live: With dignity and independence and in harmony with the environment
for long-term survival. The Peace Corps forgets to
respect these rights in their program.
Tiffany Reinoehl
Graduating Senior
Behavioral Science

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum to promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the
page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and
others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the SPARTAN DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to
the information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192. Fax articles
to (408) 924-3282.

Corrections
In the column of April 19, "Is Global warming
really a farce?" by Pat Matas, the correct information
should have been:
Global warming is a serious issue that all scientists
agree on, though they may disagree with specific
issues concerning its effect.
It is a fact that the world is injecting carbon back
into the atmosphere. This carbon took millions of
years to deposit in the earth. Speculation and debate
about how this imbalance will affect the earth begins
at this point.
Chlorofluorocarbons are the root cause of significant destruction of the ozone layer. Over the years
the diameter and depletion magnitude of the ozone
hole over Antarctica have increased.
Many scientists believe the short-range prognosis
for the ozone layer, less than 100 years, does not
look good, but the long-range prognosis, more than
100 years, is hopeful if chlorofluorocarbons or any
other agents that can deplete ozone are eliminated.
The world community has taken steps to do that.
There is sound scientific understanding of why an
ozone hole resides over Antarctica. There are also
naturally occurring cycles of ozone production and
destruction, one being volcanic activity. The big
problem begins when we contribute to the process
by introducing chlorofluorocarbons.

-...
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar
Building. Call 279-6925

Thursday
BOTANY CLUB: Earth Day Plant
Sale, 7a.m.-noon, DH Lobby.
Call Anne 429-9306

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRLST:
Nightlife, 8p.m., Almaden
Room, SU. Call 275-6518

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation,
12:30p.m., Almaden Room, SU.
Call 924-6033

CHICANO/LATINO FACULTY AND
STAFF ASSOCIATION:
Dr.
Ernesto Galarza Symposium
and Scholarship Awards Ceremony, 5:30p.m., University
Room. Call 924-2948.

CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE
CENTER: Poetry Reading by
Roberto Duran, noon- 1 p.m.,
WLN 307. Call 924-2707
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE: Dean
Candidate & Open Forum, 1:302:30p.m., DH 505

EARTH DAY PLANNING COMMITTEE: Earth Day 1994 Cele-

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY: Meteorology Seminar
Series -Implementation of PC
Grids for instructional applications in weather forecasting and
analysis, noon, DH 615
MOUNTAINEERS OF SJSU: Club
Sign-in, 10a.m.-2p.m., Earthday
tables, SU. Call John 275-0881

SAN CARLOS ST. BIKE COALITION: Open Forum, 1010:30a.m., Amphitheatre, SU.
Call M. Charell 924-6240
SCTA: District Policies Program with Tom Nanomura,
12:15-1:15p.m., SH 332

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALISTS: Meeting, Fall
Officer Nominations, noon,
Spartan Daily Conference
Room. Call Dr. Grey 924-3266
THE LISTENING HOUR: Bulgarian Folk Songs, University
Dance Theatre 12:30-1:15p.m.,
Music Bldg. Concert Hall 176.
Call 924-4631

bration, 10a.m.-2p.m., Art Quad,
Amphitheatre. Call 924-5467

Friday

GAY AND LESBIAN STUDENT
ALLIANCE: Pride Week - Infor-

BETA THETA PI FRATERNITY:

mation and Resources, 4:305:30p.m., Guadalupe Room,
SU. Call 236-2002

HEALTH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT: Environmental Health:
The Effects of Pollution of Air,
Water and Soil on Health Status,
noon-lp.m., Health Building
208

HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
General
Meeting,
5:30p.m., Costanoan Room, SU.
Call 265-3465

Free Car Wash to benefit American Diabetes Association,
10a.m.-3p.m., 565 S. 5th St. Call
924-8310

CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:
2:30p.m.,
Speaker,
Guest
Guadalupe Room, SU. Call
252-6876

LATTER-DAY SAINT STUDENT
ASSOCIATION (LDSSA): Friday
Car
Wash,
and
Forum
12:30p.m., San Jose Institute of
Religion, 66 S. 7th St. Call
286-3313

SparraGuide is milahle to qSU students, faculty and staff orwanirations for free. Deadline is 5 p.m., two days before publication. Forms air amulable at the Spartan Daily, MIT
209. Limited space may force reducing the number of entries.

Lunch: Many choices for hungry students
From page I
Palace Chinese restaurant. Little
Palace offers lunch specials such
as Curry Chicken, Sweet and
Sour Pork, Kung Pao Chicken
and a variety of other dishes. All
lunch specials are served with
fried won tons, steamed rice, fortune cookies and hot tea and sell
for $3.95.
Senior international business
major Teddy Chang said the
food at the Little Palace is good.
’They actually speak Mandarin Chinese there," Chang
said.
The cafeteria in the Student
Union offers Curry Chicken,
Beef Broccoli, Kung Pao Chicken and Sweet and Sour Pork for
$3.50 and comes with steamed
rice,
Junior advertising major Jon
Polanich said that the Little
Palace is a convenient place to
eat.
"I enjoy the quality of the

food for the price, it’s a great with cheese. You’ve go( oia
alue," Pol
value,"
meat, potatoes and sob ili iiik.
said.
If Chinese food doesn’t sound It’s one of the easiest meals to
appealing, there’s always the eat on the road," Pieper said.
traditional
American
fast
The Student Union cafeteria
food
offers
the
available
at McDonald’s.
Spartan Burger for $2.15,
Located at the
or $2.35 with
corner of San 6 It’s good, quick
cheese.
Carlos and Third
Pizza
is
Streets, McDonand cheap food.
ald’s
irnother
offers
per
for
the
s
option
for
value meals for
$2.99. All value
lunch downcollege student.’
meals
include
N ick Manley town. Grande
large fries and a
Pizzeria
&
r
soda.
Italian restauOptions
include
rant, located
value
meals such as a
at Fourth and
Big Mac meal, a
San Carlos,
two-cheeseburger
offers pizza
meal
and
by the slice,
a
quarter pounder with cheese The price of a basic cheese slice
meal.
is $1.50 and each additional topMarketing junior Jim Pieper ping costs 30 cents.
enjoys the convenience and
Junior finance major Nick
pnce of food at McDonald’s
Manley said that the slices are
"I love the quarter pounder cheap.

-Ii ’s good. (lin. k and cheap
food. It’s pearl i I oi the college
student," Man le said.
Pizza a go go, located across
the street from Grande, also
offers pizza by the slice,
A cheese slice is $1.39, pepperoni is $1.99, and a coinbination is $2.68.
If
pizza
or
Chinese
food doesn’t sound interesting, then Togo’s, located
on William between Seventh
and Eighth streets, offers a
variety of delicatessen sandwiches,
A small turkey, ham and
cheese costs $3.39. A small traditional Italian submarine sandwich costs $2.99.
Deli sandwiches are also available at Lucky grocery store for
$2.99.
Junior English major Michael
Chulada said he likes the prices
Lucky offers.
"It’s cheap, good and close to
campus," Chulacla said.

01110, iirliillt

Inmates win suit over access to law books
RENO, Nev. (AP) Inmates
at the Ely State Prison who
claimed they had insufficient
access to legal materials have
won their lawsuit against the
state because the attorney general’s office failed to respond to
the charges.
U.S. District Judge Edward
Reed issued a sternly worded
order on Tuesday criticizing
prison
system
attorneys
for ignoring an extended deadline for filing motions and
responses, despite warnings from
the court.
Referring to a court rule that
says failure to oppose any
motion amounts to agreement,
Reed said prison officials ’apparently agree with the claims asserted by plaintiffs that the ... system
used by inmates in segregation
units at the Ely State Prison fails

to meet constitutional require- inmates without lot nial legal
ments for reasonable access to assistance.
A similar lawsuit filed by
the courts."
’We’ll get that overturned. He another inmate since then was
can’t do that," Deputy Attorney consolidated into the case.
Yohey, who handled the case,
General Paul Yohey said on
Wednesday. "There’s a case out blamed part of the delay on the
of the 9th Circuit that says you added inmate’s claim, saying he
can’t grant summary judgment has been unable to take his
because somebody doesn’t deposition.
He also said the new inmate,
respond."
The lawsuit was filed two years Robert Stockmeyer, would not
ago by inmates Michael Evans agree to a continuance.
In March, Reed filed an
and James Baumstark, who
claimed that inmates housed in order reminding the attorney
lock-down units were denied general’s office that the deadline
access to a law library and legal for filing motions had been
materials, and that a system in extended the previous month
which other inmates were used until March 15. The order
as runners to get materials was extended the deadline again
until April 7, and warned that no
inadequate.
Like many cases filed by pris- further extensions would be
oners, the complaint was granted.
"The said deadline passed
researched and written by the

more than a week ago and
defendants have not filed a dispositive motion," Reed said in
his ruling favoring the inmates,
which added capitalized emphasis to the normally staid judge’s
order:
"NOR has counsel ... filed a
motion for extension of time.
NOR has counsel .., filed a
motion for leave to file a late
pleading. NOR has counsellor
defendants responded to plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment."
The judge gave the inmates
20 days to submit proof
regarding any damages to
which they may be entitled,
as well as a plan to meet the
requirement
constitutional
segregated
of
providing
inmates reasonable access to the
courts.
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Engineering

Light Rail

From page i

From page

department. The student-faculty
ratios can change dramatically
every year," Desautel said.
He also said that the pool of
engineering students nationwide
is shrinking and this impact is
being felt at SJSU. According to
Desautel, the loss of 100,000
defense jobs this year have contributed to this.
’The proposed merges would
be made to be more productive,
efficient and provide a better
education
for
students,"
Desautel said.
Hsu said the transition will be
a smooth one because of the
similarities between the two
departments.
Mechanical engineering is a
basic study and can be applied
to all engineering students.
Aerospace engineering is slightly
more specialized and pertains to
airplane, helicopter, rocket and
satellite design, but according to
Hsu, can be taught with
mechanical courses.
Desautel agreed.
’There are over 70 aerospace
programs nationwide. Of those

70, there are 38 that are
merged with other programs,
most of them being mechanical engineering," Desautel
said.
He also explained that threefourths of the students would be
in the mechanical program with
the other fourth being aerospace students.
The merging of other departments is also possible.
The materials, chemical and
industrial-systems engineering
departments are discussing the
sharing of courses.
A new course would be created from courses with parallels in
all three areas.
"We are not looking to make
quick changes under the gun.
We need to be given a reasonable
amount
of
time,
which would be however long it
takes.
Anytime you can take one
course of 35 students instead of
two courses with 17 students
each, you’re better off," said
Michael Jennings, chairman of
the chemical engineering
department.

The Transportation Agency and
the Redevelopment Agency of
San Jose are working together to
see what will be done in the
downtown area.
The Transportation Agency
sent a proposal to the City
Council s transportation and
development committee on the
light-rail issue, but the city did
not approve it.
Michelle Olson, who works
in Councilman Jim Beall’s
office and staffs the Transportation and Development committee, said San Jose sent the
proposal back to the Transporta-

lost
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EPA says some parts of bases
ready for civilian development

tion Agency for revision.
The Guadalupe Corridor,
which was built before the ADA
law took effect, extends through
the downtown area. Its current
access for the disabled is legal.
The problem stems from
the fact that the new Tasman
Corridor will be built in accordance to the law and both light
rail lines must be adaptable to
one another because they overlap.
The Tasman Corridor, which
connects with the Guadalupe
Corridor, will extend to East San
Jose. Construction will begin in
late 1995 and will continue
through 1999.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Almost 20,000 acres at seven
military bases marked for
closure in California and
Arizona
are
uncontaminated and can be developed
for civilian use, the government announced Wednesday.
The approved sites will
not require additional cleanup,
said Jeff Zelikson, director
of hazardous waste management
for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s western
region.

i:h, include:
Castle AFB: two parcels,
about 10 percent of the base.
George AFB: 10 parcels,
about 25 percent of the base.
Mather AFB: 13 parcels,
about 45 percent of the base.
Norton AFB: 10 parcels,
about 15 percent of the base.
Williams: 11 parcels, about
hall the base.
Sacramento Army Depot: 12
parcels, about 15 percent of the

base.

Fort Ord: 60 parcels, about
47 percent of the base.

Strummin’ for Earth Da

Speak Out!
Write a Letter to the Editor

TANNING SPECIALS
r1
3 Tans
For Only
$10
*$24Q0 Value

1 Month
Unlimited For
Only $39
Not valid with any other coupon

Spring Break
Tanning Studio
294-0800

SAN FERNANDO
1 12

(
Paseo De San Argonio

V,

KEN STATHAMSPARTAN [AIL1

,
7.

campus for the first day of the 24th annual Earth Day events,
which will run through the weekend.

Public relations major Sonny Legaspi, right, listens as Nick Barry
plays guitar in the Art Quad Monday. Barry, a non student was on-

SAN CARLOS

110 l’a,co 1/e San Antonin

LAPD abandonment lawsuit not yet settled

Two eSSentia1

ingredients
for a perfect
date:
A date and

this.

Judge William Matthew Byrne,
LOS ANGELES (AP) The
Ferrer said it was too early to
lawyer for trucker Reginald
Denny and others who claim tell whether the two sides can
police abandoned them during reach agreemeent.
An after-hours call to the city
the 1992 riots said Wednesday he
is trying to reach a settlement attorney’s office for comment on
the negotiations was not
with the city.
"We’re talking, but there’s returned.
Denny, Takao Hirata and
been no terms exchanged yet,"
Eric Ferrer told U.S. District Fidel Lope/ were attacked at a

42 -Year U.S. Summer Program in
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South Central intersection on
April 29, 1992. The fourth plaintiff, Wanda Harris, is suing over
the death of her 15-year-old son,
Gregory Davis Jr. He was shot
near the intersection, which was
the flashpoint of rioting that
broke out after the acquittal of
four police officers in the first
Rodney King beating trial.

RI( ;IS I RAFION
MAY 2nd.
SIX WEEK SESSIONS BECIN II rNE 6th AND RINE 20th, AND RH IR WEEK
SESSION RI GINS RINE 6th.

V’ WEST
VALLEY
COURT
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More BAM for your buck
Bay Area publisher voices opinions
on Generation X, Bammies
By Jack Bunting
Spartan Daily Staff Write:

as
bassist for the rock
group Green Catherine.
loving your job can help
He was with them until age
/fmake you the best at what 23.
you do, Dennis Erokan,
His experience as a musician
president, CEO and founder of added to what he had to
BAM publications, can offer tes- offer as a music magazine pubtimony.
lisher.
"I love the whole concept
With no more training than
of communicahaving been a
tion. It’s hard
music critic
for me to do anyfor his high
thing else," he
school newssaid.
paper
and
The corporaSIX weeks of
tion publishes
journalism
BAM Magazine,
class at De
SAY
SIC
MAGAZINE
ANSA
MU
a hi-weekly music
Anza college,
magazine, MicroTimes, a month- Erokan started BAM magazine in
ly computer magazine, DRIVE!, 1976.
an auto enthusiasts’ magazine,
What he took with him
and San Francisco Downtown, a from his less-than-brief time
guide to what’s going on in the at college
the idea that
city by the bay.
publications of any kind
The combined circulation must attract many types of
of these magazines is 500,000. readers to do well
prompted
BAM’s
circulation
alone Erokan to cover famous and
is 130,000 (Metro’s is 85,000). non-famous musicians alike in
All
are
free,
supported his magazine.
completely by advertising revAfter BAM’s first year, there
enue.
was a demand in Los Angeles for
BAM Magazine is published the magazine.
in editions for Northern and
Erokan knew it would be a big
Southern California.
undertaking and
that it
would require leaving the Bay
Area.
He said that all he wanted
at first was to throw a big
party to celebrate Bay Area
4
said receiving a artists before he left for Los
virokan
high lottery number for Angeles.
However, the desire to
the Vietnam draft gave
him the opportunity to do what do a better job than the
Grammy awards of recoghe wanted.
What he wanted, he said, nizing musicians soon found
was to travel around the country him.

BAM

Humble beginnings

’Lame’ Grammys
prompt Bammies
44

T

he Grammys were
SO lame at that
time. I knew we
could do such a great job ourselves," he said.
Wanting to do more than
throw a keg party for local
celebrities, Erokan, then 26, had
to convince executives at Bill
Graham Presents to sponsor his
idea. He said their response was
not what he expected.
"I watched them all say yes. I
was amazed," he said.
Bill Graham himself was the
only person at the corporation
whom Erokan had to really convince that the idea would work.
The rest is history. Now in its
18th year, the Barnmy awards are
important enough to attract coverage from CNN, Entertainment
Tonight, and MTV.
"For the first five or six years
(the Bammies were held), I
vowed I would quit putting on
the show. 18 years later I don’t
say that anzmoreI’m kinda
stuck with it, he said.

Generation X
rokan also said he
thinks current "twentysomething" generationX members have been stuck with
fallout from baby boomers who
came of age in the 1960s.
’The guilt trips and bummers

THE NEXT BEST THING
TO BEING AT
WORLD CuP SOCCER.
LEGACY TOUR 194.

my generation has brought your he said.
Erokan said the sexual revolugeneration are reprehensible.
The baby-boomers and the gen- tion his generation started in the
eration before them should be late ’60s has had negative effects
that touch today’s twenty-someput in jail," he said.
Erokan defines the "guilt trips thing crowd.
"Part of the sexual revolution
and bummers" faced by generation X as feeling shallow com- made it harder for people to say
Dennis Erokan
pared to the image of the ’60s no to sex. The original idea was
to expand the boundaries, but
activist.
Difficult sexual issues and a now no one even knows what the received all of it, and none of it
boundaries are was good," he said.
general feeling
As activist baby boomers of
anymore," he
that the future
the ’60s were moralists, members
of the world is ’I’d much rather be said.
A lack of of generation X are pragmatists
bleak are also
boundaries has people who acknowledge realunfortunate by(from) your
increased sexu- ity’ and are generally more down
products of the
generation than
al harassment to earth, he said.
60s generation
Although the youth of today
and complicathe included in
mine’
ed the subject may be sifting through the rubthe list.
Dennis Erokan
of AIDS for the ble of what the ’60s generation
"We’ve given
CEO and founder, RAM publiouiuno
generation liv- left it, Erokan said it has more
you (the twentying in the wake opportunity than it thinks.
something pop"I’d much rather be (from)
ulation) such a distoi tedly bad of the baby-boomers, Erokan
your generation than mine ... I
vision of the future. We’ve been said.
Erokan describes the genera- envy you guys. You’re young at
telling you the future is so dim
for so long, you’ve started believ- tion-X media as one that has the beginning of it all. You
ing it. It’s not your fault. The subtly convinced them the future should feel fabulous about what’s
is bleak. By over covering the to come, then get down and do
problem is you’re stuck with it"
Erokan said that generation-X threat and effects of nuclear war, something about it," he said.
"When I looked at the future
members live under an uneasy pollution, and global warming,
Erokan said many young people when I was younger. I couldn’t
shadow of the baby boomers.
With the ’60s being noted by have little faith in the future of imagine a computer screen, let
alone CD ROM, the Internet ...
many as a time of political our country or the earth.
’The media has provided or interactive media," he said.
activism and social idealism, he
"You guys will get to be doing
said he thinks many generation- more (empty) opinion than
X members feel guilty that they important information. The new it longer than me, hut I’ll still be
are not as philosophic as many generation came along and doing some good stuff," he said.
Baby Boomers were.
Thinking that the youth of the
’60s were any more "deep" than
the youth of today is incorrect,
OBTAIN THE NEW
Erokan said.
"Read our writing from that
Pepper Spray and Mace
generation. It’s just as shallow as
yours is today. (baby boomers)
Tuesday, April 26
Course
take a lot of credit for stuff we
6 to 8 pm
roll.
’n’
didn’t start, like rock
Elvis Presley was not a baby
Lowitcc YMCA
boomer, for example. We just
375 S 3rd St., Son lose
ran around trying all the stuff
out that (older people created)
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San Carlos: Summer signals start for Seventh Street landscaping
From page

r

to other
’The money should
things we need here.
Citing t :sing tuiticns fees and
lack Of teachers, Johnson said
students should come before
phurts.
Public relations major Julie
Geer looked to those suffering
outside the intiversity system.
"We get a pretty campus while
elementary and junior high
schools ( an ’t get books," Geer
said, referring to government
spendink.; cuts that are diminishing music and sports pr ograms
as well.
Of more immediate impact to
SJSU students will be the relandscaping work taking place during
future semesters. According to
Mohammad Qayoumi, associate
vice president for administration.
the work will not interfere with
students going to and from classes.
"We are sensitiNt to the disabled, faculty and student

malls; Qayiimui ,a1(1. "Not all
the streets will tic is rked on at
the same time. ’len iporan walkways are a standard consideraiiiiii."
I Ile III’S( to he inconveiii,lIs el. it seems, were faculty
11101111)0 iii of several departBeginning April 1, five of the
eight temporary buildings or
"modules" on Ninth Street were
fla)5 ed. sold eatlier to Ilavward
slaw litivci sdv, S0110111a State
iycrsity at of the Maritime
Academy in Vallejo. hree modules were moved to SJSU’s South
Campus.
rue 90 ha idly members using
the modules %%et e relocated to
permanent buildings on campus. Among the departments
moved were business, English,
philos(phy and lit iguistics.
Denise Mtn t is. hairwoman
of the linguisti( s and language
developmer it department, called
the relocation It

SPARTAN DAILY

From page 1
The show will feature photogtaphy of the American West.
’There will also be environmental cars of the future, like
solar cars," Evais said.
The emcees at the indoor
festival will be Mac and
utley from "Bay Area Back-

Sports
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"It should be more like Earth
Week. But we should take every

from 8:00 AM to 400 PM
12.

clOVIZI

7 DM
IN

1 mironmental studies major
\ I Ise Yaghmai is excited about
the event and hopes to attend
his year.
"I have an interest in activities
that will help save the planet and
educate people," he said.
Yaghtnai participates in Earth
1)ay festivities every year,
but wishes there could be
a little more done for Earth

opportunity we get to educate
people and just go for it," he
said.
"I hope that everyone learns
much more and that everyone
takes it seriously."
According to Evan, this event
is just a warm-up in light of
what is going to happen next
year.
"Next year is the 25th anniversary and we’re gearing up.
This is a practice run. It will
be really big next year. Were
trying to get Jacques Cousteau
and others," he said.
The cost of attending
the indoor festivities is $5
for adults, $2 for those 18
and under and free for
children under five. Tickets
are available at the San
Jose Civic Auditorium ticket
booth.

IWEIENI,’
mo.

St mr

Reach the
SJSU market.
ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270

Imagine Getting
Quality PC Service
At Student Prices.of

the linguistics and languages
department among others, will
come from another bond
issue to be voted on in the June
ballot.
According to Freeman, the
bond would allocate millions of
dollars toward the construction
of a humanities building and the
renovation of the Spartan Complex building.
Meanwhile, students appear
to look forward to the upcoming
changes as a way to both unify
the campus and appeal to future
university applicants.
Graphic design major Jesse
Yabut favors the San Carlos
Street closure, remembering the
temporary closure of two years
ago.
"(The street closure) is a good
idea, a good way to unify the
school," Yabut said.
"When I cross the street now. I
feel separated from the school."
As with Bryant, he views San
Carlos as a safety hazard.

"Sometimes people fOrget it’s
a real street and just go without
looking."
For public relations senior
Elena Cerda, campus landscaping isn’t a concern.
For Cerda’s younger sister,
however, campus ambiance
makes all the difference.
"When I talked with my
sister and her friends, they
didn’t like (the SJSU campus)
because of the way it looks,"
Cerda said. ’They said it wasn’t
pretty."
According to Cerda, one of
her sister’s fnends is considering
Cal State Chico because she
prefers its appearance.
Freeman agrees that several
campus buildings detract from
the university’s appeal.
In addition to relandscaping,
the university is forming
design guidelines so future
buildings will be more uniform, resembling the Tower Hall
style.

Bill to toughen tobacco sales stalls
in State Senate health committee

Earth Day

Catch All The Latest Scores in

I

"People (in our department)
Moved out of two modules
(luring spring break, her depart- worked very hard to find a place
to be togethment is now split
er," Murray
between the Art
"But
said.
building and the
there
was
Faculty Offices
a
pretty
get
’We
nowhere on
building located
beside Dwight
campus large
campus while
to
enough
Bentel I tall.
elementary and
teletake a whole
While
department"
phone communijunior high
cation is fine,
The modschools can’t get
cross-campus
ules housed
locales have defithe newly crebooks.’
setbacks,
nite
ated linguisJulie Geer tics and lanaccording
to
public relations major
guages
Miirray.
Deparunent
department
members situatfor the past
ed in the Faculty
two and oneOffices building
years.
half
nniSt Nenture across campus to Murray said despite the nostalgia
get mail or use a photocopy faculty members feel toward the
machine.
modules, the department’s first
Mail is sent to departments home, they are pleased to finally
only and photocopy machines have bathrooms.
are owned- by departments only,
Funding for a humanities
not buildings.
building, the proposed home for

SACRAMENTO (AP) A
the measure after several combill to toughen enforcement of mittee members raised objecCalifornia s 104-year-old ban on tions or suggested amendments
selling tobacco to minors stalled
This week is the deadline for
Wednesday in the Senate health bills that have fiscal implications
committee.
to clear their first committees,
The measure, opposed by but health committee vice chairtobacco companies, grocers and man Frank Hill, R-Whittier, said
vending machine operators, the panel would ask for a waiver
would require retailers to have a for Hayden’s legislation.
state license to sell tobacco
Sens. Turn Leslie, R-Carnelian
products in California.
Bay, and Cathie Wright, R-Simi
Funds raised by an annual Valley, complained that the bill
$35 licensing fee would be used would create a new bureaucracy.
to pay for an enforcement pro- Wright
suggested
raising
gram using teen decoys to catch fines for illegal tobacco sales
violators. Fines could range up instead of imposing the licensto $200,000. A third violation ing fee.
would result in a license suspenSen. Charles Calderon, Dsion, a fourth in a license revo- Montebello, wanted an amendcation.
ment that would stipulate that
"The substance of it is to try the state, not local governments,
to do something about a prob- was responsible for "the regulalem that has been around for a tion of cigarettes."
century the routine sale of
"I just want to make sure
tobacco to minors," said the there are no contradictory regubill’s author, Sen. Tom Hayden, lations," said Calderon, who
1)-Santa Monica.
played an earlier role its scutHe said that if the state fails tling a broad workplace smokto adopt a bill like his, California ing ban. "It ought to be regulatwill lose $140 million in federal ed by the state and the state
funding over four years.
only, as opposed to a courity-byBut Hayden put off a vote on county or city-bycity basis."

EXCLUSIVELY FOR SJSU
STUDENTS & FACULTY!
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Joint U.S.-Korean military
maneuvers set for November

Liberia sees new
hope for peace

SEOUL, South Korea
El(AP) - Large-scale war
games for tens of thousands of U.S. and South Korean
troops will be held this fall unless
North Korea drops its objection
to full inspections of its nuclear
program, officials said Wednesday.
On a day when the U.S. and
South Korean governments
sought publicly to play down the
prospect of actual hostilities with
the North, officials said they
were reinstating plans for the
annual "Team Spirit" exercise
because North Korea last month
blocked inspection of its suspected nuclear arms project.
There was no word on exactly
how many U.S. and South Korean troops would take part in the
maneuvers. In past years the
exercise has involved more than
100,000 troops.
North Korea has condemned
Team Spirit as a provocation and
a central obstacle to settling a
range of issues with the South
and with Washington, including
a long-running dispute over
whether the North is developing
nuclear weapons.
North Korea denies it is build-

NIMONROVIA, Liberia
(AP) - A dispute over
that
ministries
key
threatened to disrupt a U.N.sponsored peace plan has
been resolved, raising new
hope for an end to Liberia’s
civil war.
"At last, a dove of peace is
apparently flying over this troubled nation of ours," the Monrovia Daily News said in an editorial Wednesday.
New justice, finance and
defense ministers have been
chosen from the three main
warring factions, according to
a statement Wednesday by the
chairman of the transitional
council, David Kpomakpor.
The choice of foreign affairs
minister has been left to the
council.
The announcement came as
Secretary-General
U.N.
Boutros Boutros-Ghali warned
in a report Wednesday that
unless the Cabinet posts were
filled within two weeks and
progress was made in peace
talks, he would ask the Security
Council to review the mandate
of U.N. military observers in
Liberia.

ing nuclear weapons, but strong
doubts persist in Seoul, Washington and elsewhere because
the North has refused to go
along with International Atomic
Energy Agency inspections of its
suspect facilities.
South Korea’s chief of combat
intelligence, Col. Park Sungchun, said Wednesday his government believes North Korea
s of
has accumulated 15 kilo
plutonium - enough, ttreanslaid,
to build two nuclear weapons.
He added that it is uncertain
whether any bombs have actually been built, since there is no
evidence of bomb testing.
Also Wednesday, a senior
administration official said the
United States was interested in
resuming direct, but lower-level,
talks with North Korea to possibly set the stage for a third
round of high-level talks on
nuclear and other issues.
The official, who was in Seoul
with Defense Secretary William
Perry and spoke to reporters on
condition of anonymity, said the
administration would set no conditions for resuming the lowerlevel talks, and that they could
happen soon.

Nazi collaborator conviction sparks renewed anger
convicE3PARIS (AP) - The
tion of Paul Touvier for
crimes
complicity in
against humanity spurred hopes
that France is finally ready to
stare down its wartime past and
try a ranking official of the Vichy
regime.
For French Jews, the guilty

verdict and life sentence issued
Wednesday against Touvier, who
headed a Lyon militia unit in
World War II, was justice rendered after a 50-year wait.
"The combat continues" was
the phrase echoing among prosecutors in the Touvier case who
represent Resistance members

and relatives of victims.
They are now calling for the
trial of Maurice Papon, 83, a
ranking Vichy official in the
Gironde region who allegedly
organized the deportation of
1,690 Jews. Political groups and
anti-racist organizations repeated
the call.

Classz ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee
led. The
classified alums of the Spartan
Dolly consist of paid advertising
and ollerligs we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
THINK ABOUT IT. YOU AS A MARINE
Officer! Leading, learning,
supervising. Paid summer
training. Participate with out
obligation. Over 25 career paths.
If you want to know more, call
1-800-PLC-USMC.
TELEPHONE BILLS TOO HIGH?
Are you tired of feeling broke after
paying your bills? SAVINGS OF
CONSUMER RESOURCES offers
students discounted long-distance
service. Easily cut your telephone
costs by more than 30% & save
money. Send $5.00 & SASE for
info packet & start saving now:
Savings Of Consumer Resources
(S.O.C.R.) P.O. Box 21345, San Jose.
CA95151.
100% PURE ADRENALINE III!!!
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY arid your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.
MODELS, ACTORS, ACTRESSES.
Local agent seeks fresh talent.
Nationwide exposure possible.
Call 249-9737 or FAX 249-1233.
LOSE UP TO 15 POUNDS IN 15
days. 1010X nalual 1COX guaarteed
For free color brochure call
1-800-672-0135.
AMAZING THIGH CREAM. 100%
natural. For free color brochure,
call 1-800-672-0135.

LOST & FOUND
LOST WOMEN’S WATCH ON 4/4,
near 7th Street garage. Gold
band, white face, Citizen. High
sentimental value. 363-8752.

WANTED
NEED EXPERIENCED SOCCER
player for women’s team. For more
info. call Cynthia: 408/729.7137.

VOLUNTEERS
DO YOU LOVE BABES &TIXIDLERS?
Non-profit Family Service Assoc. is
looking for daytime volunteers to
provide childcare for up to 4 hours
a week while their mothers attend
counseling sessions in downtown
San Jose. Tue. lOarn 3on., Wed.
gent- Noon., Thur. 5:30pfn - 8pm.
Cell Child Watch at 2886200.

TEACHERS Pre-school/elem
childcare, min. 6 ece units req.
South Valley Family YMCA now
accepting applications for creative
energetic staff to join our team.
Also need assistant director. Call
266-9622 now.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
SANDWICH MAKERS start $7.00 APARTMENT- 7th & Reed. 2 br
per hr. Days till 3pm., Tue, Wed, 1 ba. Free cable TV, parking. kat
Thur. Fri. Apply at 848 N. First St. 6/1. $650/rno. lease. 268-0439.
San Jose, between 2:00-3:00pm.
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
SPARTAN SHOPS INC. cawing Be the first to occupy these
Department is hiring. Catering newly upgraded units. Studios,
assistants are needed for an one and two bedrooms from
on-call basis. We have hours $525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
available 7 days a week, 24 hours Parking. Cable ready. Ask about
a day. Wait experience helpful but move in bonus. $400. dep.
not essential. Come "PARTY" with No pets. 55 South 6th St.
408-292-5174.
us. Call Jay at 924-1753.

SUMMER POSITIONS: Roughing
It Cay Camp in SF East Bay is
hiring instructors for riding, swim,
rowing, fishing, canoeing and
group counselors. Exper/refs and
excellent driving record. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1266, Orinda CLERK MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION
San .1w Medical Center, a hospital
CA 94563. (510) 283-3795.
facility of the Heath Dimensions
GET PAID & HAVE Ral Is ths SUM system is seeking an individual to
YMCA needs enthusiastic camp work full time days 7:00-3:30prn
leaders to work with youth in temporary 2-3 month assignment.
South S.J. June 20- Sept 3. Mon. Salary will range from $10.75 Fri., 40 hrs/wk. $170.-5240. wk. $12.00/1x. Minimum qualifications
include: valid California drivers
Call 226-9622 for more info.
license, one year store clerk or
SALES - STOCKBROKER TRAINEE equivalent and some knowledge
oppty. br hardworking enthusiastic of general and medical supplies is
college grads. Excellent training. desired. Responsibilities include:
Send resume: WRC, P.O. Box restock shelves, exchange supply
carts daily. inventory & replenish
6400. San Mateo, CA 94403.
supplies, assemble and deliver
CPA CANDIDATES Accounting orders for supplies, and transport
firm offers 12 hours per week MAXI( from receiving area to stock
during school. Will train. Fr/So area. Please send resume to
status only. Good language. Hearth Dimensions Incorporated,
Human Resources Dept. 532
371-7445, 8 - 10 am only.
Race ST., San Jose, CA 95126.
RECEPTIONIST P/T: 10-3pm
(flexible). 35 wpm. Excl. customer ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
skills a MUST! flexible- willing to Earn iato $8,000.- in two months.
expand duties, variety of tasks. Room & board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
Benefits. $7/hr. Call Carole
necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext.
408-492-1680.
A6041.
ACCOUNTING STUDENT Part
time to assist CPA with ongoing POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
project in Fremont. General Many positions. Great benefits.
office knowledge helpful. Call 1-800436-4365 ext. P-3310.
(510) 256-7930.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to 52,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships
ACUFACTS, INC.
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
Security guards/patrol officers
& full-time employment available.
Full-time/Part-time. All shifts.
No experience necessary. Call
Apply Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm.
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6041.
5550 Meridian Ave. San Jose.
(408) 2964880.
S750/WK. ALASKA FISHERIES
CLERICAL / PACKAGING, Small this summer. Maritime Services
software co. Part-time, flex hrs, 2408136042t9,
close to campus. Good comm.
skills. computer knowledge. Prefer AA CRUISE &TRAVEL Employment
Guide. Earn big $$S + travel the
freshman/soph. Call 298-0828.
world free! (Caribbean, Europe,
DELIVERY EVES 59. Hourly + tips. Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
Many different restaurants. ’Nest summer seasons approaching.
SJ area. Civrin Car + ins. 369.9401. Free student travel club membership! Call (919)929-4398 et. C1.21.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Currently hiring for various full & ALASKA FISHERIES Summer
part- time teaching positions for employment. Earn up to $15,000.
preschools & school-age programs this summer in canneries. proces(extended day care). ECE units sors, etc. Male/female. No exp.
required for both preschool & necessary. Room/board/travel
school-age programs or elementary often provided’ Guaranteed suceducation units may apply for cess! (919) 929-4398 ext. A181.
school-age programs only. Experience preferred. Substitute posi- FEMALES MODELS for Silicon
tions available, flexible schedule Valley posters/postcards. Contact
does not interfere with your school Joe Anthony @ Silicon Valley
or study time! Advancement oppor- Scenes (408)247-8779.
tunities available with our 20
schools located throughout the bay RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS this
summer! Summer management
area. Medical/Dental benefits
internships available with
available for full-time employees.
Student Works Painting.
Please cc!! 408/257-7326 to
For
info call 1-800295-9675
availability.
discuss your interest &
COUNTER HELP
F/T. P/T, flex hrs. Work between
classes. Sense of humor & big
smile required. Next to campus!
PIZZA A GO GO
117 E. San Carlos.

OPPORTUNITIES
$1000. POSSIBLE on weekender
Giant Chair Photo Bus. 4 -sale.
No exp nec. Complete $2995.00.
Ray 408-978-7457.

COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to
work with DD adults. 6 mo exp. $ HOME BASED BUSINESS $
$6./hour. Frernont.510226.0505. Home based businesses are
growing at an alarming rate.
SECURITY- 57.0010 S12.03/HR. Cash in on this money making
Security / Control Center / EMT’s opportunity and get your share
of this multi -million dollar
Weekly Pay Checks.
BE A FRIEND!
Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay. a year legitimate industry.
Caring and friendly volunteers
"No gimmicks". Learn how you
Full-time or Part-time.
needed to help individuals
Stes: Mt. tAew/Milpites/SJ/S Clara can earn as much as $50,000.
with mental illness become
within the next 3 months.
No experience Necessary.
independent! Flexible hours!
HURRY! Please send $5.00,
Day shift starts: 6. 7 of 8 am.
Training and support given.
for an informational packet, to
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
Gain practical experience for
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
pm.
12
11
or
Grave shift starts:
psychology, social work. OT,
San Jose, CA 95157-0325.
Apply: 8am .5pm, Mon.- Fri.
nursing or related fields.
Vanguard Security Services
Call Teresa Jackson at
Clara.
Santa
Blvd.
Scott
3212
408/287-2132!
4085261288 a

RENTAL HOUSING

EMPLOYMENT
SWUNG PART 116E COMPUTER

& olerical clerk (some phone).
Emir w/ WORD & EXCEL. Good
w/Os. $5.50/hr. Downtown SJ.
Call Theo 947.2207.

EARN GREAT MONEY,
Environmental company
expanding in the Bay Area
seeks motivated individuals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
Training provided.
408-262-1442.

780 S. llth STREET APTS. Large
2 bdrrn./2 ba. $745.- $795. /mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy a, remodeled. Secured
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
1V. Ample parking. Call 2889157.

1920’S 1 BDRM. APARTMENT.
Unique! Parking, hardwood, yard.
Financially responsible, clean
quiet & sober. Single occupancy.
$575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St.
Mike 292-3239.
SJSU BIKE TO SCHOOL! 3 Bdrm.
Ongalow 12 units in detached at in
rear), large fenced yard, fruit trees.
Only 2 miles from campus in safe,
quiet neighborhood. Homeowner
neighbors. $1,100 no. 1 yr . lease.
287-6302. Evenings 998-5921.
2 Bedroom Apartment S750/mo.
" Security type building
Secure Parking
Close in
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
* Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408-998-0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas,
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate. 1750 Stokes St.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows.
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 bik from
campus. 2 persons OK Rent from
$640. Aspen Vint age Tower
297-4705.
3 BDRM/2 BA APT. 1 block to
campus. 50% OFF for May, June
and July. Clean, Quiet, Gated
garage. $500./month summer
only. References req. 289.1535.

ROOMMATES
FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE 2
bdrm, condo in Almaden area
Clean. Dee 927-8050,
2 FUME ROOMMATES LOOKING
for a third. 1 bik from campus.
Large 3 br./2 ba. Pool. AC, parking.
$310.00. Call Marty at 2706026.

MALE WANTED TO SHARE 2 bdrm.
2 bath apt. near Hamilton & 17.
Private room & bath. Pool, weight
room, covered parking. $435./mo.
Paul 3794909.

FREE SERVICES to currently
enrolled students. CAREER
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
offers job listings, job search
assistance, job fairs, career
counseling, interest testing,
career workshops, and career
/employer info. Register for the
FOR SALE
24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13
SYNCHRONIZED AMON SKIER. or call 924-6033 for details.
Cross country exercise machine.
LEGAL SERVICES
Pro-Farn Lifestyle 2000. Wrth time,
Criminal Defense
speed & distance monitor. $40.
Drunk Driving
Xint cond. Like new. 227-1145
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
Personal Injury
SERVICES
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
No fee if no recovery.
w/B.A. and 15 years experience
is now accepting students wishing
BEH7ADI LAW OFRCES
to excel at guitar or bass. All 111 N. Market St. ff3:6, San Jose
Tel: 408-971.3661.
levels and styles apply: Beginning,
Intermediate. and advanced in
jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk, MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
408.298-6124.
using chemicals. Let us permaPROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE nently remove your unwanted hair.
One yourself a healthy gift
Back - Chest - Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
you can afford. 1 hr session
receive 15% discount. First appt.
525.0011
Swedish or sports massage.
1/2 price if made before June 30,
1994, Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
House calls also. Call Paul at
7364929.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
STUDENT MASSAGEI 23 year
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
old offers healthy, full body
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Physical Therapy Massage.
Specialist, Confidential.
Minorities encouraged too.
Your own probe or disposable.
Myself: Honest & nice appearance.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Page 552-0885 for callback
2474466.
from Robert.
50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1994.
4064794500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell. CA 95008.

INSURANCE

$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
help you
...Talk to me.
DUI? Accidents? Suspenoeci Lic?
Call me. (Don) 408247-3734.
WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghost- Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!
writing. Letters, reports, books,
AUTO INSURANCE
essays, theses, articles. etc. For
Campus insurance Service
more info please call Dave Bolick,
Special Student Programs
510401-9554. VISA/MASTERServing SJSU for 20 years
CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K
"Great Rates for Good Orryers"
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING, "Good Rates for NonGood Dnvers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
all subjects. Versatile, expert
service. Fast turnaround. Free FAX "Good Student" "Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 296,5270
delivery. 800-777-7901.
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
AFFORDABLE
NO OBUGATION
LEGAL
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
CLINIC
Attorneys & paralegals
Immigration ’
ENTERTAINMENT
Divorce
Traffic Problems
INDIGO GIRLS "Swamp Ophells."
Personal Injury
On sale 5/10. For more info.,
Bankruptcy
dial 1-800457-3027.
All Legal Matters
14081 286-8087

TRAVEL
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico. Europe?
Call for low air fares.
Great low prices for cruises too!
Make your vacation plans flow.
Call Mene 408-997.3647.
REAL CHEAP TRAVEIJ
Discount air tickets to Europe
and the Orient. Special London
summer fare- $498. R/T.
Buy now for the summer season.
Special student fares. Call now!
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
1-800-690-9030.
CATCH A JETI
Europe $269.
New York - $129.
Call for program description!
AIRHITCH 01-8003971098.

WORD PROCESSING
TO TYPE!"
I HATE
If this got your attention, give your.
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum
Cash only, Call Julie -445-0707.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters. etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 2644604.
CALL klARCIA 2664448
for Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers
APA Turatgan MLA
Grammar. Punct., Phrasing
Tables. Graphs. & Charts
Will also edit nisxs
600 dpi Laser Print rtg
Resumes/Cover Letters
Intetrationsi Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus’

EXPERIENCED Word Processor.
Retired secretary. Let me do
the typing!! Resumes, term
papers, theses. etc. Grad
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
Laser printer. Fax machine.
Nortary Public. Appointment
necessary Call Anna at
972-4992.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
Term papers ’Group projects
Thesis ’Letters ’Applications
Rearnes ’Tape transcnption. etc.
ri.Jrsmg/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and Ergisri papers/
theses our specialty. Laser print.
ing. Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian arid other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paui cr Virginia 408.250449

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer
the reader to specific
telephone nurnbers or
addresses Ira additional
Information. Classified
readers should be remindad that, when making
these further contacts,
they should require corn.
piete Infonnetlini before
sending money for goods
or services. In addition.
readers should carefully
Investigate firmer offering
employment
listings or coupons kw
discount vacations or
merchandise

SCHOLARSHIP SERV.

. ’or yto,,r
SS BILLIONS
qualify!
ech,cat
r -GRAD.
2DYRS PROFESSIONAL Dipsrissis Free mes,age
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying. CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPSIII
binding & FAX available. Pick up The private sector wants to fund
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES. your education! Billions of $5 in
Timeliness & satisfaction corporate financial aid goes
guaranteed. Tutoring available unclaimed each year. Why?
in some subjects. Contact Candi People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tar)
at (408)369-8614.
into this valuable resource.
HA’AVARDFREMONTUNION CITY Call now: 408.236-3747.
Wordprocessing and typing:
511 MONEY FOR COLLEGE $S
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with SPA, $135
- -g
MLA, and Turabian formats: SChOlarer
’nen at ye
Quick & Speedy turnaround: guaranteed! Ft.:
iecordingl
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me booklet! 24
(-I Free!
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm. Call now:
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504. 1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.
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WAC: SJSU expected to be named new member today at noon
’It gives a sense of
11E W47 PROPO$111 DFANSIMI
visibility that
From page I

for SJSU football, basketball and
most of the other SJSU sports
would include New Mexico,
Utah, BYU, San Diego State University, Fresno State, UNLV,
Hawaii and SJSU. The other part
may encompass Texas Christian,
Tulsa, Rice, Air Force, Wyoming,
Texas El Paso, Southern
Methodist and Colorado State.
Approval of this conference
would make the WAC the
biggest Division IA conference
in the history of the NCAA. It
would stretch from Hawaii to
Tulsa and be in the Hawaiian,
Pacific, Mountain and Central
time zones. Nine states in all
would be represented.
"Assuming this happens, I
think it is wonderful for many reasons. Dr. Tom Brennan is rewarded for a great effort to position us
to be a part of a great decision,"
men’s basketball coach Stan Morrison said. "Bay Area fans, San Jose
State alumni and more importantly, San Jose State will see abetter football schedule.
"It gives us a sense of visibility
that transcends any we enjoyed

transcends any we
enjoyed in the past
with previous
conference
affiliations.’
Stan Morrison
trIele

baNkethell coach

erevious

conferin the past with
ence affiliations, he said. "Everything has been very pro-active by
San Jose State. The look in the
eyes of the administration shows
excitement and we hope that we
will have a chance to move in a
direction to benefit everyone in
a very positive way."
SJSU women’s basketball coach
Karen Smith is enthusiastic about
possibly entering the WAC.
"I’m excited about the
prospect for our department. It
gives us exposure, and it is a huge
step for San Jose State," Smith

said. "As for San Jose State
women’s basketball, I don’t know
whether the WAC will be better
for us when it is all said and done.
But it won’t be a step backward."
According to Piraro, the baseball division would probably be a
little different. He said Cal State
Northridge is also a part of the
WAC in baseball.
Although the Big West Conference is considered one of the
top leagues in college baseball,
Piraro feels he will face tough
competition in the WAC.
"It doesn’t hurt us," Piraro
said. "The WAC baseball alignment is as strong as most in college baseball. The Big West is
arguably the best conference in
baseball, but the WAC is also a
fine conference."
With a WAC change, the Big
West Conference would be left
with eight schools in both the
football and basketball divisions.
"We’d have eight in football
and basketball with that eastern
consortium in football," said New
Mexico State Athletic Director Al
Gonzales. ’We’ll just continue to
operate like we have before in

football and basketball."
According to the Associated
Press, Gonzales mailed an application to the WAC in the hopes
ofjoining the conference as an
expansion team but did not
receive a response.
SJSU became a charter member of the Big West, then called
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association in 1970. While San Diego
State and Fresno State were invited to join the WAC, SJSU was not.
"I think the Big West has been
great friends. They understand
our campaign because of football
circumstances," Morrison said.
New WAC commisioner Benson had been the Mid-American
Conference commissioner since
1990. Benson, 42, also spent five
years in the NCAA as compliance
representative assistant director of
championships and director of
championships. He also worked
in the athletic department at Utah
for two years.
He spoke on the possible
expansion during a teleconference call with reporters throughout the west and midwest.
"Expansion, whether it is two,

The Western Athletic Conference is expected to announce
the teams included in its
expansion at a noon press conference today. Here is how the
conference is expected to be
split.

MEN
SJSU1
Hawaii
San Diego State
UNLV1
Utah
Brigham Young
Air Force

will begin competition
in the sport of women’s cross
country starting in the fall of
1994. The announcement was
made by SJSU director of athletics, Thomas Brennan.
"The addition of cross country to our women’s program is
another step forward in our
efforts to promote gender-equity," Brennan said. "The decision
was reached at the result of a
planned program to enhance
opportunities for women to participate in intercollegiate athletics.
’The Gender Equity Advisory
Committee at San Jose State University identified women’s cross
country as a sport in which
women have significant interest
The SJSU Athletics Board has
SJSU

’This university is committed to
gender equity. It is the right thing
to do, and it is also the law."
Women’s cross country, sponsored by 288 schools, is one of
the most popular sports at the
NCAA Division I level. Women’s
cross country is a popular sport
at local high schools which traditionally send students to SJSU.
’The addition of cross counJ. Handel Evans
SJSU president try gives female students a
greater chance to be involved in
intercollegiate athletics at San
given its enthusiastic approval of Jose State, said Carolyn Lewis,
the sport."
senior women’s administrator.
President J. Handel Evans "We have a tentative schedule in
said, "Our athletics program has place and are looking forward to
a long tradition of excellence adding the sport. The process
and success, and ’winning’ in the will begin immediately. Scholararea of gender equity will ships will be available for the
strengthen our program even 1994-95 season."
further.
Cross country becomes the

This university is
committed to
gender equity. It is
the right thing to
do, and it is also the
law.’

Men begin Big West Tennis Championships
By Alex Betancourt
Spartan Daily Staff Wnter

Seeded third in the conference this year, the SJSU men’s
tennis team will compete in the
Big West Tennis Tournament in
Ojai today.
The first match will be against
jegit New Mexico
State University, which the
Spartans beat
earlier
this
Men’s Tennis season.
Championships
"It’s going
to be a tough
match," said Car os Vargas, as.sistant coach for NMSU s men’s
and women’s tennis teams. "I
know the SJSU men’s tennis
team is pretty tough. We lost
against them, but we’re working
hard. We started slow this season, but we got going again."
The favored teams which will
play at Ojai are U.C. Irvine and
UNLV, which are seeded No. 1
and No. 2 in the conference.
"We have a good shot, but
we’re not favored," said John
Hubbel, men’s tennis team
coach. "Overall we had one of
our better years."

SJSU has the highest conference seating that it has had for a
long time, according to Hubbel.
He said that the Spartans had a
real good early season and are
doing very well right now.
Hubbel is focusing on getting
the players healthy and back into
shape for the conference.
Although there is no specific
strategy that he is taking, he is
getting everyone focused and
prepared.
"I want to make sure we’re
comfortable," Hubbel said. "I tell
the team to not dwell on this or
that. I tell them to just get
going."
Star player Brandon Coupe
sprained his ankle badly during
a practice in late March. The
team’s lineups were changed
around because Coupe did not
play for two-and-a-half weeks, but
Coupe said he’s back and working hard now.
"I’ve pretty much recovered,"
said Coupe, who advances to the
Nationals in May.
Hubbel said the team lost the
last four or five matches without
Coupe. However, Coupe said the
matches didn’t really affect the

JET SHI RENTIMS

team badly because they were all
against non-conference teams.
"I want to test Coupe out at the
conference," Hubbel said, I don’t
want to test him anywhere else
where it wouldn’t be worth it."
Hubbel said the team is doing
well mentally.
"It’s just a matter of being
ready. We’re going to have to
play well, not just average,"
Hubbel said. "Anything else
won’t do."
Coupe said the team has a
good shot at the conference this
year. "We have more depth now
than we’ve had in the past," he
said "We’re working pretty hard
and we’re stronger on our top
players and our bottom players."
SJSU has played seven of the
eight teams that it will compete
against at the tournament. The
Spartan’s didn’t play against
Santa Barbara, which they will
play for third, because the match
was rained out.

could be what Benson called the
"Super Superconference" that
would include the PAC-10 and
the WAC.
The Associated Press conttibuted to
this report.

Apply now. Deadline 5/3
the Associated Students Program Board
and bring concerts, speakers, performing arts,
film, video, and other exciting events to SJSUI

New team added in effort to comply with gender equity requirement
Spartan Daily Stair Report

New Mexico
Rice2
Texas Christian2
Southern Methodist2
Tulsa3
Colorado State
Wyoming
Texas-El Paso
’From the Big West; 2from
Southwest
Conference;
3from Missouri Valley Conference.

four or six new members, will
present an opportunity ... to
demand greater media attention," Benson said.
Benson also envisioned another possible expansion. This

Spartans will field women’s
cross country team in fall

EWER

jobs available

eighth women’s intercollegiate
sport in the soon-to-be 15-sport
program at SJSU. SJSU has a
cross country club on campus
from which to draw potential student-athletes. Interested students
will be given an opportunity to
join the team.
"Cross country is sponsored
by a number of West Coast
schools, which means reduced
travel costs for San Jose State,"
Lewis said. "This new team will
have the opportunity to compete
in regular season meets and the
conference championship meet
next fall."
Presently, SJSU women compete in volleyball and golf in the
fall; basketball, swimming and
gymnastics in the winter and
golf, tennis and softball in the
spring.

All positions available
for Fall semester
Executive Director
Forums
Marketing
Publicity
Campus Organizations Prog.
Film & Video
Performing Arts
Multicultural Events
Concerts

Celluloid
on
Best
The
The Best on Magnetic Tape
Join Us as We Present a Pallette of Outstanding
National & Regional Film & Video Short Subjects
With Works Chosen From Over 130 Submissions, This Year’s Festival Promises to Be Our Best Yet
VISUAL
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VIDEO

FILM
April 22 &23

FES

Friday & Saturday - 7:30 pm
San Jose State University
Washington Square Hall
Auditorium 109
Admission Price is $2 per Day
or $3 for Both Days
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- MOTORSPORT
408 9911212

9:30. Almaden Room
(0,44 lItting
h,plon,
With panelists from: Metro,
South Boy Accent, Sunset, and
Bay Area freelancers

1924

9:30. Costanoon Room
Lure!,

SJSU Student Union
Luncheon 12:15, Umunhum Room...

Mingle with the professionals. Tickets available through Friday, April 22 at the
Magazine Day table in Dwight Bente! Hall.
Featured Speaker 1:30, Umunhum Room...
Dennis Erokan, President and CEO, BAM Publications, Editor -In-Chief, BAM
Magazine.
01 I,

funded by Associated Students

14,1*p

as low as $90 per day!
Trailer to any lake
Anyone can ride
Discount with this ad
le Cater. Anderson,
Shasta or anywhere
there’s water

Upcoming shows
Annual Fountain Blues 4/24
Edward James Olmos 5/3
Karen Finley 5/19

CDan application in our office, Rm. 350 Student Union.
for more information call 924-6339
funded by the associated students
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Past shows
Primus
U2
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Strunz & Farah
Gerald() Rivera
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With panelists from:
Measure, Miller Freeman Inc ,
Newsweek, Milligan News
10:45. Almaden Room
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With panelists from: BAM
Magazine, Future Sex, Might,
and The Nose
10:45. Costanoon Room
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With panelists from: The
Sunnyvale Sun, PC Week,
Parenting, DBMS, and Boy
Area Parent
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PERSPECTIVES

Cover photo by
Jeremy Hogan
Gerardo Navarro performs at
Canela House. Canela House
takes place Monday evenings at
Ozzie Pepper’s in downtown San
Jose.

cOUNTDOWN
to
Stan ens
AN/S!

EAT ME!
This paper is biodigestable

Free Comedy...No Joke!

Karrrial appl
world isn’t the
The
way it is because Eve
tempted Adam with
some ridiculous apple. Blaming the woman is so passe. It
isn’t this way because a black
cat crossed their path, either.
I’m not particularly superstitious, although I will admit
to picking up pennies. It’s a
habit that I learned when a
friend told me last semester
her theory as to why my life
was so disaster-ridden: I didn’t pick up pennies when I
saw them.
My black cloud is still following me and I feel pretty
ridiculous every time I stoop
to pick the darned things up,
but I feel compelled now and I
do it religiously. Besides,
she’d probably tell me I’m still
making up for all those years
of not picking them up.
Anyway, I’m not superstitious and I don’t believe in
God. Not in the traditional
sense, anyway. But I do
believe in karma.
A friend and I were toying
with the idea of my going out
with a guy I have a crush on
who has a girlfriend. I told her
I thought it was a bad idea,
but we were both curious and
had nothing more amusing to
discuss while we took a break
outside Dwight Bente’ Hall.
"If he’s the one with the
girlfriend," she rationalized,
"then you’re not really doing
anything wrong."
"Bad karma," I told her and
she agreed.
"What would the world be

like if everybody did what
they wanted to do without
worrying about other people?" she asked me.
I thought about that for a
little while.
If people did what they felt
like doing, they’d be lying in
hospitals dying of AIDS and
lung cancer and heart disease.
Women wouldn’t be able to
walk alone from their cars to
the dorms in downtown San
Jose for fear of being raped
right on 10th Street with fifteen open windows only
yards away.
If people did what they felt
like doing, children would be
snatched off the street and
never heard from again. Husbands would beat wives and
sexual harrassers would be
appointed to the Supreme
Court. My "I vote pro-choice"
sign would be ripped off my
dorm room door simply
because someone disagreed.
Doctors would be murdered
for performing abortions
because some righteous people who believe abortion is
murder would also believe
that they were more worthy of
deciding whose lives were
valuable and whose were not.
Tenured professors would
get away with harassing
female students semester after
semester because the students
have little faith in university
bureacracy. The courts would
be jammed with imbecilic lawsuits because people’s sense of
entitlement would convince
them they should be able to

make a profit every time
something bad happens to
them instead of realizing bad
things are just a part of life.
Women would cut their
husbands’ penises off if they
got out of line. Car alarms
would be a major contributor
to city noise pollution because
so many people would rather
steal somebody else’s car
stereo than buy their own.
Kids would be getting a
well-deserved caning in Singapore for pulling the same
bullshit there that they get
away with in America every
day.
Still other kids would be
joining gangs because it’s easier to buy flashy sportscars
with crack money and the
blood of innocent children
than it is to work hard and
earn the money.
What would the world be
like if people did what they
wanted to do without considering whether or not it was
right? Take a look around, my
friendthis is that world.
So if I were to do what I
wanted, I would probably
find out the guy was the guy
I’ve been dreaming about
since I was 10 years old, he’d
decide I’m not that spectacular after all and rediscover his
love for his girlfriend, all my
plants would die and I
wouldn’t be able to do a thing
with my hair.
Bad karma.
Holly Celeste Fisk

r
.. 1
This column contains material that may be offensive to readers who are sensitive
I WARNING:
to reality. You must be at least as tall as Yosemite Sam to read this column. Expectant mothers I,
I and people with high blood pressure should be going to their doctors and may read this in the
1
I waiting room, but not while they’re eating lunch or something like that.
I
L
J
Tie Cerae41 Club 4. FIN + Food 4. Spirits
Please don’t eat this ad,
bring it to Knuckleheads Comedy Club
and receive free admission!

Call 9913-HAHA
Knuckleheads Comedy Club
At San Jose Live - 150 S. First Street
Must be at least 11. Valid iv/reservations only.
Kiryitns 5/30/94
NO DRINK MINIMUMS, NO HASSLES,
JUST GREAT COMEDY?
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RESTAURANTS

All jt the family
T3’s Mexicail Res-Ft:Aviv...colt iilcit4cles
a slice of ow;lee

life.

customers walk into Ti’s Mexican RestauThe work
Asrant, Jesse Salcido wants them to feel as if
took them
about two-and they are friends coming to this home for
dinner. Salcido is the manager of Trs and he modeled
a-half months.
They had to
the restaurant after his home to give guests a taste of
Spanish heritage, as well as a taste of the food he
sort through
old typewritserves.
"I want this place to resemble the 1849 era with the
ers, desks and
empty liquor
missions and the Gold Rush and the early history of
bottles that
California.," says the 45-year-old Salcido, who
were stashed
employs two of his nephews, both named Robert, as
restaurant managers.
beneath the
floorboards by
Salcido has a fascination with his heritage. His
Photo by John Leeetc.
the previous
grandfather mined copper on the west coast in the
Jesse Salcido, right, runs Ti’s Californian/Mexican Restaurant, which has been in busiearly 1900s to make a life for himself. Salcido has used establishment.
ness since November 1993. SJSU student Robert Gonzales, left, is one of two nephews
"It makes
the restaurant to make a name for him and his family.
employed by Salcido.
me feel really
"Ti" stands for "Tio Jesse," which translates to
Family life is important to Salcido. He has kept a
proud knowing that we actually did most of the work,
"Uncle Jesse" in English. Salcido opened the restauso it really feels more like our restaurant," says Gonza- family setting at Ti’s by naming items in the menu
rant in November with the help of his nephews. They
after family members. "Vanessa’s Soft Chicken Taco"
les, a junior illustration major at SJSU.
had to completely transform Hunter’s Office Equipwas named after his step-daughter. According to GonBeing a student himself, Gonzales says he knows
ment, which had been around since 1936, into a nice
zales, this is the hottest selling plate on the menu.
customers from SJSU are looking for good food that is
place to eat.
"Don Jesus’ Super Tacos" was named after Salcido’s
Salcido had been a general contractor for 20 years close to campus, and is also at a reasonable price. Of
grandfather.
th ight people employed
and says he needed a change The
"I like the atmosphere," says Juan Lopez, a regular
at Trs, four are SJSU stuchallenge of converting the building
me
feel
really
proud
makes
’It
customer at Ti’s. "It’s lively and kind of happening.
dents. Most of the entrees
was a difficult one.
knowing that we actually did on the menu average about It’s a nice addition to downtown."
"When we first opened the door (of
most of the work, so it really
$5 and are reasonable porthe old place) it was like ’you’ve got to
feels more like our restaurant.’ tions. They also give a 10
Gerald Woodall
be kidding me.’ The place was so runpercent discount to SJSU
down and everything needed to be
Robert Gonzales
replaced. There were holes on the
Junior illustration major students.
"This restaurant comfloor and big piles of dirt," says
and TJ’s manager
pares favorably with other
Robert Gonzales, one of Salcido’s
Mexican restaurants I’ve
nephews.
been to. It’s spacious and the service is nice,"
They did all the floor work and plumbing, as well
says Jason Roberts, a graduate student studyas the stucco on the walls. The walls have dull, gray
false arches that contrast with the dark wooden booths ing library science.
There are many attractions that hang on
on the right side of the restaurant. A few extra people
the walls at Trs. A Navajo rug hangs near the
were hired to do
electrical work
entrance that Salcido estimates has a $3,400
as featured in the etc.
value. Jesse’s mother was a Navajo Indian
and for other
labor, but the bulk and he says the rug is very valuable to him.
He says he would never sell it, however,
of the work was
Custom Leather
because the person that gave the rug is so
done by
Jesse and his important in his life. Salcido is a Vietnam vetAlterations
eran and belongs to an organization called
two
Novelties & Cards
Vietnam Combat Veterans Limited. Through
nephews.
the organization, he volunteered to help
B & D Equipment
bring the Vietnam Memorial to a Navajo
reservation in Arizona.
Videos
A lady who visited the memorial had lost
Latex
her son in the war. She was so thankful that
Salcido had helped bring the traveling
rli
memorial that she now considers Salcido her
Fut»
"adopted" son. She made the rug and gave it
to him as a token of thanks.
*other
"I still get letters from them and Christmas
cards. I took the place of the son that was
I ’ asters
killed. I don’t take that lightly. I can’t," says
Salcido.
969 Park Ave.
San Jose, Ca 95126

Body Piercing

I

(408) 293-7660
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only cafe in town that doesn’t serve capThe
puccinos or double espressos offers some
of the most unique entertainment and
ambiance in San Jose. Canela House offers a cup of
culture that only a Chicano-style coffee house can
serve.
"It’s like going to your house," says SJSU senior
Sylvia Mendoza, who helped create and currently
helps organize Canela House. "It’s about you, not
something you don’t care about."
Canela House is more than a place to relax with a
cup of coffee. It provides a space for people to study,
organize and really socialize with each other. Guest
speakers and performers give it a uniqueness that no
other place like it offers.
"The performances are a big part of Canela House
because they expose people to different art forms,"
says SJSU senior Paul Cabral, who is one of the core
organizers of the house. "We’re very open to the type
of artists that we invite."
Literary, visual and performing artists have been

featured at Canela House. Guest writers include Jose
Bulsiaga, author of "Drink Cultura" and Charley Trujillo, winner of the American Book Award in 1991.
Other performances have featured Le Femme, a
group of transvestite female impersonators, and
Publi(k)ulture, a performance art group from San
Francisco who performed last week.
"We try to offer a variety of performers to show
how diverse we are," Mendoza says. "Our goal is to
focus on younger people and give them a chance to be
exposed to different people and art forms."
Canela house is held at Ozzie Pepper’s, where
owner Albert Campoy donates the space every Monday night. It opens from 5 p.m. until midnight and is
free for anyone interested in a live cultural and community experience.
"I think it’s a great idea," Campoy says. "It’s something unique that the community needs and it’s been
quite successful."
Warm, traditional Mexican-style hot chocolate, cafe
de olla (coffee) and canela (hot cinnamon tea) are
served. Cold aguas frescas (fruit drinks) and tasty pan

dulce (Mexican pastries) are served, too. Everything is
made fresh there except the pan dulce, which is
bought and taken to the house every Monday night.
All warm drinks and pan dulce cost 50 cents. Aguas
frescas cost $1.
George Sanchez, sociology major at Evergreen College, approached Campoy with the idea of Canela
House. Sanchez is a friend of Campoy who helped
bring organizations to Ozzie Pepper’s that helped
raise money for various fund-raisers. Last year, he
helped raise over $7,000 for MECHA at SJSU.
"There are no avenues for young people of our
(Mexican) culture to express themselves and be a part
of this kind of environment," says Sanchez. "It’s a
place where people can come in and just kick back or
study. Frankly, nobody else is doing it."
"We don’t like it business structured," says Cabral.
"It’s a place to relax. It’s a place to kick back and get
people to socialize."
After each performance, which begins around 8
p.m. and lasts for an hour, there is an open-microphone session for anyone who wants to open a discus-

Gerardo Navarro,a member of Publi(K)ulture (a performance art group), performs at Canela House. Navarro who immigrated to the United States from Tijuana
Mexico focuses on cultural conflicts associated with his assimilation into American Culture. He also expresses political views regarding American business
ventures into Mexico, Central America, and South America.
40 April 21,1994 0
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SJSU student, Cecilia Ortega (left) talks with a friend while Melanie Chavez studies. Canela
House offers a place to relax, study, drink and a chance to experience different art forms.
sion or make an announcement.
Mendoza says she saw Canela House as an opportunity
to stir up the arts in San Jose and have a focus in the community
"We don’t have a place to get together and stir up
ideas," Mendoza says. "We can get together here and talk
about what’s really going on without offending anyone.
We’re providing a space for the freedom to express oneself."
Canela House has been open for six weeks so far.
Despite its lack of exposure and advertisement, there has
been a full house of people since day one.
"We were supposed to operate for five weeks," Mendoza says. "So far, it’s been great and we haven’t promoted it that much."
Cabral says many SJSU students visit Canela House.
Students from Santa Clara University, Evergreen College
and nearby high schools also show up regularly.
"Last week people came in and just mingled," Sanchez
says. "People are used to talking in the evenings. This is a
place where they can do that."
According to Mendoza, visitors have told her that there
is no other cafe where you see your own people. She says
that other cafes feature empty and boring acts, if any at all.
Canela House performers are really professionals, such as
writers who publish their works.
Author Charley Trujillo, who was the first guest speaker, says it is refreshing to see a literary culture program
such as the one offered at Canela House.
"You don’t find this too often," Trujillo says. "This is
live interaction. They have all kinds of shows here and
they bring people together."
Sanchez says the organizers of Canela House are thinking of creating a more festive place for people to dance
and hear live bands. It may be what Canela House will
eventually evolve into. For now, it provides visitors with a
taste of real culture and offers a unique experience for people to be a part of every Monday night.

Mauricio Bertin, a member of Publi(K)ulture, plays guitar at
Canela House during a performance piece. Bertin has a B.A. in
Music from Chile and has been playing for 20 years.

Marla Valladarez, Lupe Nunuz (middle) and Candelano Franco, Jr. hang out at Canela House after a
performance by Publi(K)ulture.

Alex Betancourt

a

"1-1AcyFog v-ta p ks by
-I---I cos cpi t,
Jose Antonio Burciaga signs a copy of his book "Drink Cultura" for Rebecca Medina after a
reading at Canela House.
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work on the set then we’ll just free
jam. Sometimes we’ll just trip out for
an hour, leave a cassette on and go
back and listen," Baffa says. "You pull
most of your stuff off when you don’t
know you’re doing it.
"You listen to it and develop an
idea. Maybe an idea will turn into a
lam that we’ve done a couple times,
start getting consistent parts.. it’s a
progressive thing. It comes out of jamming," Baffa continues. "There is such
a good vibe in this band, musically.
We just let things happen naturally,
never forcing things."
AMR’s love for just laying back
and jamming for an hour or so transcends from the rehearsal studio to
the live stage. The quintet does play
their songs but within the parameters
of a tune, they might open up and let
loose with a little jam. One song
prime for this type of improvisation is
"Jerry," an ode to the Grateful Dead
Publicity photo
concert experience.
of Simi Valley boredom is as much of a reason for start"We’ll just jam for however long because it feels
ing a band as inspiration.
good," Baffa says. "Some songs it obviously wouldn’t
"There is nothing to do," says guitarist Sam Nickell.
work too well in but we’re heading more in that direc"It gave us a lot of time to practice."
tion, I think, especially in our live shows.
"All of us have been involved in music most of our
"We know each other so well and we (jam) at home
lives," says percussion player John Baffa. "We have
all the timeit can’t help but come out," he says.
been in different bands together, in one form or anothThe album, "Black 14" (Epic/Immortal), was proer, before this band."
duced by Matt Hyde of Porno For Pyros fame. Rather
It was the addition of Baffa and his array
than imposing his ideas on AMR’s debut, Hyde simply
of pots, pans and other sundry modes of
made suggestions, let the band digest his comments
rhythm that gives AMR a different feel to the and say that they were happy with the material.
music. Originally, the percusAs part of pre-production,
sionist was asked to lend a
artists usually present a list of
The swirling melodies, tribal
helping hand on the band’s
songsin AMR’s case, it was
w/ purchase of an entree over $5.95
demo, a little tambourine, a
rhythms
and
free-form
musical
25 and the artists and proCome taste our authentic mexican foods.
little shaker.
jams of April’s Motel Room cap- ducer collectively decide what
All of our entrees are under $6.95!
At first, the band was
to work on.
ture the more melodic side of
somewhat recalcitrant to
"Matt was a great collaborayouthful angst and alienation.
admit Baffa as a full-time
tor," Baffa assures. "He
member. But in his absence,
brought out the best in us. But
10am-lOpm Monday- Wednesday
the other musicians felt like
what he was really good at
something was missing.
was giving us concepts. He wasn’t writing our parts.
Located between 2nd &3rd
"My project at the time didn’t work out so Instead, he was more like, ’go for a darker feel.’ He
at 71 E. San Fernando St.
would get us started, then go play Sega."
they asked me to join the band," Baffa says.
"With the percussion rig, there is always so
What came out was an album with an infectious
much fun shit to play.
quality from a band with desire to escape. Whether it
be running from the sleepy confines of Simi Valley or
"It’s a drum section. Aaron (Zidenberg)
the rigid structure of pop music, AMR brings their
EXPIRES 4-30-94
and I take a lot of time creating a rhythm
together," he continues.
brand of folk-inspired rock to a Planned Parenthood
Having been through a couple of guitar
benefit near the U.C. Berkeley campusa far cry from
players and a few drummers, the lineup was
gigs gone past.
eventually finalized: Kelly, Nickell, Hoolihan,
"We played one place where the stage was so small,
Baffa and drummer Zidenberg.
we could only get the drummers on the stage," Baffa
"I consider the band wasn’t even the band
reminisces. "The rest of the band had to set up in single
Live Music By
On Tap at
until the current members were together,
file line."
Baffa says. "That wasn’t until about a year
m, New Castle Brown Ate
If April’s Motel Room continues to win fans all over
,
70 Guinness
and a half ago."
the West Coast, the single file line will be out the door
Saturday
Redhook.
Some bands’ rotating members never
and around the block.
(No raver (Yarge)
’ESB
seems to affect the music or the direction of
.0 Bass
the outfit. AMR is a different case. They are a
Paul Wotel
Anchor Steam
cohesive unit, their songs evolving out of
Some nondescript domicile near U.C. Berkeley, 2710 Banak Planer firqueff
free-form jam sessions.
croft Ave., 9:45 p.m., admission is free. "Black 14" will hit
Bfrickghorn Cider
"We
allow
time
(for
some
jamming)
in
our
the shelves July 1.
Restaurant
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Pub
&
1(1)
100% Snu4, Tree
scheduling of when we get together. We’ll
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Escapism is destined to
become the adage of
an entire generation
branded wit the scarlet "X."
But for all their shirking of
responsibility and renunciation of their predecessors’
expectations and values, 20whatever-year-olds are perhaps the most intriguing
group of men and women
thus far.
Just listen to their music. It
is the culmination of confusion and lack of faith. It can be
cynical and bitterly sarcastic
but sensitive and innocent at
the same time. It is to the merits of the few who can conceptualize this pop music duality.
While some bands etch
their worth in the punk rock,
one Simi Valley outfit offers a
percussive extrapolation on
’60s folk rock. The swirling
melodies, tribal rhythms and free-form musical jams of
April’s Motel Room capture the more melodic side of
youthful angst and alienation.
Initially started as a folk project by singer and guitarist Tom Kelly and bassist Mike Hoolihan, AMR
quickly grew into much more. Recruiting friends who
were drifting from band to band, the five-piece was
taking shape. Realize that in the bedroom community
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T.J.’s is open till 3am Thurs.-Sat.

1, 298-5030

Come Raise A 5ar At Paddys
’Downtown’s most authentic Irish Tub

Four Shillings Short
af9:30pm

sabbSlp
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wIt is truly African American
music, each style remaining
fully autonomous thus dispelling the need for a hyphen.
With a firm foot in jazz
vocals, Angelique Kidjo catapulted herself into a solo
career. Taking the traditional
tales from her homeland and
mixing in Western rhythms
and instrumentation, the
singer is solidifying her heir
to the throne of legendary
African vocalist Miriam
Makeba.
From the age of six, Kidjo
has been cutting her vocal
cords as part of her mother’s
dance company. But with the
folk styles of her native Benin
percolating through the influences of James Brown and
Jimi Hendrix, the singer made
the trek to Europe where her
talent would grace the ears of
the world. As part of a jazz
ensemble, Pill Pill, Kidjo
played the Montreux Festival
in 1987 before launching into
her solo endeavors.
Her first album, "Parakou," was the most widely
experimental with its mix of
zouk, reggae, makossa and
soul meanderings. But her
second effort, "Logozo," was
the culmination of Afro-funk.
Its pounding dance rhythms
and the saxophone talents of
Mangu Dibango and Branford Marsalis left Kidjo with
the challenge of topping herself.
Sung entirely in her native
tongue, Fon, "Aye" blends
Kidjo’s love of traditional
songs and stories with a
punchy horn section. The
lyric sheet offers a translation
but none is needed. If you
can’t catch the vibe from
Kidjo’s heartfelt singing, then
you should turn off the stereo
and go watch television.
From the funk of "Agolo"
to the wandering ballad, "Iclje
Iclje," the melodies are simple
and catchy. The music is
danceable but not dance-oriented like the past albums.
But don’t worry, "Aye" will
shake your booty whether
you like it or not. Aaaaaahhh
yeeeeaaaaaah!
Kennel Club, 628 Divisadero,
San Francisco. 8 p.m., $13,
415/931-1914.

A LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAX JOSE EVENTS

THUM

DAY

LATIN JAZZ CONCERT
SJSU’s award-winning Latin
Jazz Ensemble, under the
direction of Daniel Sabanovich,
will present an evening of
Latin Jazz. SJSU’s School of
Music Concert Hall (near 7th and
San Carlos streets), 7:30 p.m., a
donation of $5 general admission
and $3 students/senior citizens is
requested, 408/924-4680.
EARTH DAY ’94
Information booths, displays,
discussions and food concessions will cover SJSU in a 24year SJSU tradition of the celebration of Earth Day. Sponsored by the Environmental
Resource Center, Earth Day ’94
was planed by 10 students,
and more than 200 other students will be running booths,
posting flyers and acting as
security. Ska band Skankin’
Pickle will perform at noon in
the Student Union amphitheater.

TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES
Award -winning poet and
essayist June Jordan, a professor of African American Studies at U.C. Berkeley, participates in SJSU’s 1993-94 poetsin-residence series. Jordan’s
most recent book is
"Technical Difficulties, African American Notes on the
State of the Union."
Spartan Memorial
Chapel, 12:30 p.m.,
408/924-1378.
GOLF TOURNEY
SJSU and the United States
Association for Blind Athletes will host a benefit golf
tournament at San Jose Municipal Golf Course. The tournament is designed to promote
fun, exercise, socialization and
to educate participants of the

USABA sponsored events.
USABA, a non-profit organization to promote athletics
among the legally blind and
visually challenged, with the
help of the Department of
Human
Performance at
SJSU and Phi
Epsilon Kappa,
are sponsoring
the tournament
to help educate
the community on
the capabilities of
blind and visually
challenged athletes.
For more information,
call Janice Morgan at
408/226-3140.

SATUR

DAY

OPEN STUDIOS
Artists and artisans of Santa
Clara County will be welcoming the public into their studios
during the Eighth Annual Tour
of Open Studios of Santa Clara
county. About 150 artists in
studio settings throughout
Central and Northern Santa
Clara County will participate
in the tour, sponsored in part
by the Arts Council of Santa
Clara County. Initiated in 1985
by a small group of artists
working at the Citadel on
Martha Street, the tour’s purpose is to acquaint art lovers,
collectors and the general
public with the artists
of the county and
with the diversity of
art objects they create. Studios will be
open from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. and a catalogue is
available for $8. For information, call 415/969-9905.

DAY
FOUNTAIN OF BLUES
The Associated Students Program Board presents the SJSU
14th annual Fountain Blues
Festival. The festival
will include arts
and crafts, food and
(hopefully) sun in
addition to music
from Little Charlie &
The Nightcats, Zakiya
Hooker & Oza, The
Smokey Wilson Blues Band,
The Johnny Nocturne Band
with Brenda Boykin and The
Howling Iguanas with Little John Chrisley and

As OUTRAGEOUS,
WILD AND CRAZY COMEDY!"
KATHLEEN TURNER

Michael Lee Firkins. SJSU,
Tower Lawn (Adjacent to 5th
Street between San Fernando and
San Carlos streets), free, 12 noon,
408/924-6261.

CINEBAR
ef
A drinking person’s bar:
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

All Seats $150
On Deadly Ground
4:15,10:05
Boulevard Nights
12:15,6:15
Mrs. Doubtfire
2:00,8:00
Mats DailyValidated Parking

\18 comedt Bt John Baler,

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH!
5,-S, 1 45345 5 45. 7 45 9 45
Mon-Thos 545 7 45 8 9 45
Mondays: Students with 10 pay 113 751
-; .

STUDIO THEATRE
-5811

-5 C714,_

S First St 292

NOW SHOWING

50c EVERY THURSDAY

12 OZ. BE RS!

OPEN UNTIL 3AM I
THU.,FRI. & SAT.
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ROUNTA(OS
HEALTH-MEX

4-4

W. SANTA CLARA ST.I
BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)

993-8230
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Lemons and
Lizards By Adam Barker

leVttVG3
CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO

D

OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9(X)pm

Mandarin gz Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

750 DRAFT THUsFi,§pAyS
New Bar & Grill!
Full Bar
Electronic Darts
Pool Table
New Pinball
"Tommy"

-fed up
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"WORK HARD
PLAY HARD"
1620 Almaden Road
(near Alma Avenue)
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